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I keep hearing this "compassionate conservative tenn". Not being quite sure what it means, I 
figure there 's one sure way to find the deeper meaning ... 
Top Ten Anagrams for "Compassionate Conservative" 
10 I innovate a scam: corpses vote! 
9 Me? Evasive on past narcotic? So? 
8 Comparison is even; cast a vote 
7 Save ipecac: vomit on senators 
6 Sen . McCain votes to praise ova 
And the Dregs 
5 Revive a canon: it comes to pass 
4 Panacea is to censure movies, TV 
3 TV smears: Pot! Cocaine! Evasion! 
2 Come vote: save patrician's son 
I Conspire to save a vast income 
If you ' re the kind of person who watched the debates in their entirety you'll no doubt read these 
non sequiturs as well: 
A responsive cat votes "Monica" 
Accept mission to save Verona 
American cops save, invest too 
Cartoonist: one evasive scamp 
Conservationists move a cape 
Covet an ass: positive romance? 
Evasive Castro: "Can't poison me! " 
I stomp on secretive Casanova 
Naive compost, naive Socrates 
One provocative satanic mess 
Piano sonatas: cosmetic vet:\le. 
Reason to save Monica: TV spice 
Sacramento's a positive coven 
Scream to veto space invasion 
Soviet crime cannot save soap 
Vassar to vote in Cinemascope 
Vietnamese cavort on Picasso 
77 
A scientist paves over Monaco 
America ' s voice: "Stop Evanston!" 
A verse to Mecca invasion? Stop! 
Casanova motto: "Penis service" 
Constrain, save captive moose 
Economists crave native soap 
I cannot veto a massive corpse 
Monica casts a vote over penis 
Novice is no ass--caveat emptor! 
Pave over satanic economists 
PrmLOcatlve as ancient Moses 
Responsive to Masonic caveat 
Satanic Verses vie on Potomac 
Some conspire to save Vatican 
TV season: Soviet-American cop! 
Vatican: Responsive? Comatose? 
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